They provide little detail on what each author did. And they leave out people whose activities -fund-raising or data acquisition, for example -are not enough to qualify for authorship, but are still pivotal.
A better system could soon emerge. Already, databases of scientific authors such as ResearcherID.com, BioMedExperts.com and ResearchGate.net allow authors to interact, form interest groups and rate each others' publications. ResearchGate has even introduced a new metric based on a scientist's contributions and activity in the network.
As a natural next step, these online networks could give the authors of a paper an opportunity to publish detailed accounts of each person's contribution. With a mouse click, each contributor could verify what others contributed, resulting in merit lists validated by all participants. A similar, but paper-based, system has existed for decades in Denmark, where co-author declarations document what work PhD students contributed to the papers included in their theses. The rigorous rules for authorship, requiring substantial contributions to the design of the work, data gathering and writing, would no longer be relevant, because each contribution could be described and valued. Everyone who made the science possible would be properly acknowledged, and the word 'author' could regain its true meaning. In the highly competitive film industry, credit lists are the basis for the CVs of the diverse professionals needed to produce a blockbuster. A full contribution database would offer similar benefits to scientists. Contributors could generate updated, verified and detailed accounts of their scientific merits using a few clicks. Journals, funding agencies and employers would all come to rely on the system. Journals might replace the authors and acknowledgments sections in papers with online credit lists, funding agencies could use the system to generate validated CVs for the review process and employers could find the person with just the right skills and experience for the job.
The technical platform for such a database could emerge from the world of music, software development, film, journalism or any other creative industry. With the right technology, writing and approving entries in these networks could become everyday routine, just as 'liking' something on Facebook is today. Validated web-based information networks will allow documented skills -not just numbers of papers or citation-based indices -to count towards advancement in academic life. The transparency and distributed nature of such networks would create a strong incentive for honesty, and fundamentally improve the morale and culture of science. ■ SEE CAREERS P.591
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